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April 1, 2019 – Mr. Lithium Bull Market Scoreboard 
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SPONSORED BY 
 

 
--- 

 
After reading below, tune in to enjoy and learn from vibrant discourse @LithiumionRocks!  

 
S1 E7: Like a Rock(wood Lithium) – Gerrit Fueling & Tim McKenna 

 
PLUS:  Real Vision Talks Lithium Bull 

 
AND COMING SOON! 

 
You asked. We answer! 

 
MORE RODNEY & HOWARD BANTER!! 

 
tune in later this week to: 

 
S1 E9: Q1 Mr. Lithium Bull Market Highlight Reel - Q2 begins with a PLS, LAC, 1772 BANG! 

 
We also discuss Rodney’s LinkedIn dissection of Fuzzy Demand Math @MorganStanley. 

 
--- 

 
  

https://soundcloud.com/user-685324236/like-a-rockwood-lithium-33019-115-pm
https://www.realvision.com/tv/shows/investment-ideas/videos/the-lithium-bull
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New Year’s Animals Part 2: 
Ninja Turtle (Hare) & Lithium Bull (Tortoise) 

 
 
Today’s Lithium-ion Bull is an adapted discussion originally composed as an email response in December 
to a brilliant and ridiculously successful Aging Skeptic mining entrepreneur who loves to warn me every 
few months about how lithium’s non-rarity makes it largely an un-investable mineral. But, always a 
capitalist pig in its purest form, seems genuinely interested in figuring lithium out and identifying which 
of the ugly duckling lithium development plays will become true swans. I take this as a bullish indicator 
for 2019. 
 
He forwarded me mining.com’s December click-bait suggesting he sees something “disruptive” -- which 
provided me a good opportunity to re-visit a favorite comparison. 
 
 

--- 
 
 
 

 
  

http://www.mining.com/one-congo-project-supply-world-lithium/
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Positively Abundant! 

Lithium’s in-situ abundance, like oil’s in-situ abundance, is a huge positive, not the negative that bears 
highlight. It means it can be relied upon, like oil has been relied upon for 100+ years, to fuel the massive 
and much-faster-than-expected EV and other energy storage adoption rates.  

The current “inside baseball” debate over which of lithium-carbonate or lithium-hydroxide is better 
positioned long-term, and whether hydroxide will retain its price premium, are interesting, but 
distracting conversations. More relevant is the fact that with a very high degree of confidence you can 
bet that future battery technologies will involve lithium, and more of it, because of its abundance, 
whereas battery scientists may seek to reduce the use of more challenged resources like cobalt. 

What is scarce about lithium is chemical processing skills. And low-cost infrastructure, royalties and 
sovereign risk to support such processing in a consistent, sustainable way that auto OEMs sleep at night.  

Conventional brines in Chile and Argentina are unpredictable. Rife with technical, environmental and 
geopolitical risk. Each brine is a unique science project. And those who possess brine chemistry skills are 
very secretive. Information sharing/skills learning is not as prevalent as in hard rock mining in Australia, 
and carbonate and hydroxide processing in China, and now Australia.  

I don’t doubt that brines will have a significant role to play in future lithium supply. And one or more 
black-box technologies like PosLX or Eramet will likely become part of the supply mix in some way in the 
distant future. But, on balance, South American brines – using conventional and new technologies - are 
no longer the lowest cost for the fastest growing performance lithium compound, lithium hydroxide: 
hard rock spodumene feedstock is. And, even carbonate – and lithium chloride for lithium metal 
applications – may be preferred from high quality, reliable hard rock, even if slightly higher opex.  

Clays have been shown to be doable at pilot stage, but still are unproven at scale and, again, are focused 
on lower priced, more standardized carbonate, not premium priced hydroxide. Like-wise geo-
thermal/petro-lithium projects, which received excess publicity as 2019 began from those who should 
know better: click-bait tweets, podcast discussions and FT headlines only serve to further confuse Jane 
and George Battery Packs who are genuinely attempting to understand the significant mis-pricings right 
in front of their eyes on the Mr. Lithium Bull Market Scoreboard.  

From a cost of capital perspective, a higher discount rate must be used when evaluating any brine or any 
unconventional, high capex “never-been-done-before” project. IMO lithium venture capital of this type 
requires high public equity market conviction – absent at present -- that long-term lithium 
prices/margins/cashflows will remain high for a long period.  My personal preference: 
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May 2018         March 2019 

I'm a fan of plain vanilla hard rock spodumene pegmatite projects in investment-friendly jurisdictions 
that seek to partner for supply of Japan, Korea, US and European OEM demand.  

The hard rock lithium world is largely broken down into:  

1. Spodumene miners 
2. Carbonate and hydroxide “converters” (similar to smelters or refiners), currently in 

China, that partner through long-term off-takes/JVs with miners of spodumene. 
3. Fully integrated mine-to-hydroxide converters (or JVs) - a few are funded and in 

construction in Western Australia and Quebec. 

I don’t believe there are “disruptive” projects in lithium, though I believe very strongly in disruptive 
geopolitical risk. Much of today's lithium industry production is in risky Emerging Market countries - 
heavy State influenced Chile, China and macro-politically volatile Argentina. The world’s most well-
known and prestigious consumer brands, VW/Audi/Porsche, Mercedes, GM, Ford, Tesla, Apple, 
Samsung, LG, Nissan, Panasonic take “sustainability" very seriously. Few of these companies worry 
about where their copper comes from. But are scared about Security of Supply of critical minerals 
lithium and cobalt and where they come from.  

I believe that Africa is the least preferred place to develop lithium assets. China may do some small deals 
(we’ll see if non-binding MOU announced between General Lithium and Birimian comes to anything), 
and I hear Zimbabwe Lithium made a presence at Indaba, but I see Africa spodumene as likely to mirror 
the unrealized African iron ore dreams, while Western Australia chugs along. Oz-like sovereign risk 
jurisdictions - Canada, USA, Europe, perhaps Minas Gerais, Brazil -- will be preferred and attract 
premium valuations. 

In evaluating a lithium project, I strongly suggest a focus on #3 above – Fully Integrated, Self-sufficient, 
Maximum Profit Margin, Hard Rock Hydroxide Advantage. 
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Beast and the Beauty 

Over the past year, it has become consensus view that more long-term margin will be in lithium 
carbonate and hydroxide processing ($12-16kt long-term forecast), rather than spodumene mining (SC6 
forecast price $600-700/t, ~8 tons spodumene for 1 ton LCE). Especially for battery hydroxide. This is 
why sizable, integrated hydroxide plants are being built in Western Australia and why Albemarle, the 
biggest lithium producer in the world, is writing a $1.2B + $800M check for 50% investment with Mineral 
Resources’ Wodgina project. 50-100kt for 30+ years. Long Term. Sustainable. Security of Supply.  

And why I believe Quebec and North Carolina hard rocks should develop in time. Albemarle has 
described their past producing King’s Mountain mine as second highest grade (~1.8%) in the world after 
Greenbushes in Western Australia. USGS and their consultants have estimated the North Carolina Tin 
Spodumene Belt to have similar potential tonnage as in Manono in DRC (excerpts below). 

--- 
 
A lithium sweet spot is integrated spodumene-to-hydroxide projects that can meet a threshold of 
20,000 tons for 20 years and ~$400-$500M capex ($100-150M mine/concentrator, $300-350M 
hydroxide plant).  Additionally, it is likely that new hydroxide processing plants outside ChinAustralia will 
develop to process spodumene ores from other geographies (eg, South America, Europe). This is the 
Beauty Piedmont Lithium thesis. 

$AVZ rose to $1B market cap during the 2017 Ninja Turtle (Hare) circus. I called it the Bearded Lady 
then, and a La Guillotine short at AUD 0.25 in a late 2017 issue of Lithium-ion Bull. The Simandou of 
Lithium, now 4 cents, is a stunningly huge and high-grade deposit that will highly unlikely ever get built 
due to sovereign and logistical issues. 

AVZ’s business plan is largely focused on #1, mining spodumene. I see no future “Lithium Valley, DRC”. 
Downstream hydroxide processing is virtually impossible due to lack of skills (chemical engineer 
professionals, even Chinese, are unlikely to choose to live in DRC over Australia, Canada, USA or stay in 
China), and would very likely be uneconomic due to infrastructure considerations (power, reagents etc).  

I affix a 33% chance that a zero-cost-of-capital China Belt and Road mentality could finance Manono 
spodumene into production for converters in China, but I doubt this project will be for non-China EV 
players. And I affix only a 5-10% probability that a minority shareholder in AVZ will reap the reward - if 
it’s built, China/DRC will likely arrange to keep the spoils. 40% of Manono is already owned by who-the-
hell-knows in DRC and I’ve heard there are still some legal questions by those they took the project 
from. If Manono does progress, it will be fantastic news for long-term lithium chemical prices as 
Manono spodumene concentrate would be relatively high cost (2nd or 3rd quartile on the spodumene 
cost curve). And if this project is economic it will be because EV demand is far surpassing today’s 
projections, lithium remains super tight and prices stronger for longer. 

Manono’s biggest problem - aside from the very-substantial-never-never-never-under-estimate non-
Democratic Republic of Congo risk - is transport. From Manono to Africa port is >2,000 km on poor 
roads, barges and trains. And from Africa port to China is far more expensive than Port Hedland or other 
WA ports to China. Not Sustainable.  
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Aging Skeptic Dr. Copper Meet Jetsons Dr. Lithium  
– Jane and George Battery Pack 

 

Copper is called the metal with the Economics pHd as its ubiquity in industries like building materials - 
wire for housing, air conditioners etc - can provide leading indicator price signals for global GDP Growth. 

I believe Dr. Lithium could join/displace Dr. Copper - it’s even more ubiquitous in all the gadgets a great 
portion of humanity most craves and spends way too much time engaged with every day. 

Dismal scientists like Paul Gait at Alliance Bernstein and other Air Supply lovers generally take an ivory 
tower economic theory approach to lithium. They conduct little or inadequate project-by-project 
bottom up supply analysis. Other generalists like Morgan Stanley put a megaphone to, but don’t look 
critically enough, at SQM’s fake news utterances. They are wrong, as articulated in detail in Lithium-ion 
Rocks! Podcast E5: Crisis in Lithium Air Supply. 

I recall Paul Gait’s near certainty 5 years ago over 90 pages that copper would already be at $10,000. 
Copper has been lower nearly every day since he wrote that note ranging from ~$4,500-7,200.  His “Big 
Short” Lithium, recently re-iterated, is a history repeat.  Artificial Intelligence.  

Lithium is a niche, specialty chemicals industry filled with lots of nuance. PPP economic theory is highly 
relevant. North Carolina, USA = 40 years Proven Pegmatite Production. And, like almost any cost in USA 
vs. other geographies outside China, is lower cost on a USD and Purchasing Power Parity basis. 

$PLL – the Lithium Bull (Tortoise) -- peaked in late 2017 at under $100M market cap – one tenth AVZ’s 
euphoria - and currently trades around $50M market cap, or ~5% the $888M NPV laid out in its greatly 
detailed Scoping Study. That study, for an integrated spodumene-to-22.7kta hydroxide project, 
represents nearly identical production profile to Kidman’s 50% share of Mount Holland in a few years. 
Kidman’s market cap has ranged from $350-750M much of the past 12 months. 

Piedmont raised AUD12M in December for a significant drill campaign aimed at expanding mine life. 
Lithium, as everyone seems to know, is not rare. Judge for yourself the likelihood of exploration success.  
 
Some excerpts and links below to US Geological Survey analysis from 1989 and 2008 about the Carolina 
Tin Spodumene Belt, the Charlotte Quadrangle.  
 
On March 14, Piedmont drilled its best holes ever. 

https://soundcloud.com/user-685324236/s1-e5-crisis-in-lithium-supply-alb-benchmark-price-is-right
https://soundcloud.com/user-685324236/s1-e5-crisis-in-lithium-supply-alb-benchmark-price-is-right
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_d4fdcb2b76c8cab24398f8c2edc76d83/piedmontlithium/db/336/2402/pdf/1843901.pdf
https://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_dc06f779725d60675b1a9a4dab6b75ee/piedmontlithium/db/336/2456/pdf/1909939.pdf
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Charlotte Quadrangle Trumps Lithium Triangle 

 
USGS, 1989, citing Keith Evans 

 

https://pubs.usgs.gov/pp/1462/report.pdf
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Keith Evans, An Abundance of Lithium 2008 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
  

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/9b04/439bd3442f139dbbaf10d0def7e052fd03f3.pdf
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of April 1, 2018, RK 
Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Altura Mining, Piedmont Lithium, Savannah, 
Ganfeng Lithium, Albermarle, Livent, Neolithium, Galaxy, Nemaska, Lithium Americas and Orocobre and 
have or have had over the past 48 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western 
Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, NeoMetals, Kidman Resources, 
Nemaska, Bacanora and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained herein is not financial advice and 
whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any recommendation to buy or 
sell any securities.  

 


